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In Contact with the  
Cosmic Matrix 

 
Invitation 

 

I would like to ask you to participate in a wonderful and peaceful project ! 

On July 25, 2009, we will meet in and around Avebury, Wiltshire, Southern England (UK),  

to help to bring about a shift to betterment on this planet  

and to declare to the Universe that we are ready  

to take responsibility for this planet. 

In particular, the support of various Elders and Leaders  

of the First Nations of Turtle Island give this project a major boost. 

If you cannot come to England,  

than please join us from wherever you think is best:  

your favorite armchair, beside a tree, lake, river, sea-shore, hill, mountain  

or at an old sacred place in your vicinity. 

The resigned statements and attitudes of many frustrated people such as:  

"I cannot do anything against it" is no longer valid. There is a remedy.  

There are your thoughts. There is your spiritual power. 

Everyone of us has it. Nobody can take it away from us. 

It is the mightiest power in the Universe because we literally do consist of the dust of the stars. 

Help to defend Mother Earth with  

Project Wansdyke Path 

 

Here you can see the components of the project: 

Windmill Hill,  

the location at the Grey Wethers  

and the West Kennett Long Barrow  

forming a triangle with Avebury in the centre. 

The project will be initiated at the Adam & Eve Stones.  

This whole area is building the stage for the team on the 

Wansdyke Path. 

 

For our Mother Earth 
Peace and Light 

 



 

 

Project Wansdyke Path 
 

Let us open  
a Gate to the Stars 

 
Meditation 

 

The time has come to reunite the old power grids of this planet.  

We, the sons and daughters of our beloved and only Mother Earth,  

are called to make a peaceful new start  

to bring back to balance what is out of balance right now. 

The time for the awakened humans of all the people of the world has come,  

and they all shall start their ceremonies on and at their sacred places:  

the medicine wheels, rivers, coasts, trees, hills, mountains,  

the power places and beside the old stones. 

We should visualize all the signs which were left here on the surface  

by wise men and women thousands of years ago  

and see how they start to glow again and reflect the white light of positive spiritual energy. 

The hidden messages are part of this light and those who will come together on Juli 25, 2009  

in this most meaningful hour to unite their spiritual power will resonate with these messages. 

Our thoughts will be like tones without sound during these 60 minutes  

but mighty like thunder to be heard throughout the universe. 

The time has come to take a chance for a new start.  

We all together. 
 

More information and details can be found on our website kochkyborg.de 

 

Avebury 
July 25, 2009 

11:00 pm 
 

A Day of Joy 
for our Mother Earth  

 

Responsible: Bernhard Otto, Ridlerstr. 29d, D-80339 München 

http://www.kochkyborg.de/

